
 
 
Leaders’ Update  
A message from Richard Moran, Ph.D., associate director for basic research and Developmental Therapeutics co-
leader 
 
Research into all aspects of cancer is central to the mission of Massey Cancer Center. In fact, the entire idea behind the 
National Cancer Institute-designated cancer centers program is to directly link research into the causes of cancers and 
how to treat them with the delivery of cancer care to the populations served by the center and nationally. Massey’s 
Developmental Therapeutics Program serves as the link between new information coming from the laboratories on the 
biochemistry and molecular biology of cancers to new ideas on therapeutic approaches. 
 
The treatment and cure of cancers has been a concerted effort by the scientific community for more than 75 years. One 
might legitimately ask why it has taken so long. The answer to this question is that cancer has proven to be an elusive set 
of cellular diseases that are closely tied to the very basic biology of how normal cells communicate with each other. 
Cancer cells are remarkably clever in escaping the controls that normally prevent excessive and uncontrolled growth. With 
the recent massive wave of information from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project regarding the changes in the 
sequences of the genomes of cancers, an incredibly clear view of exactly what goes wrong in cancers has become 
possible. TCGA had as a goal the sequencing of the DNA from hundreds of samples of every major type of human cancer 
and an analysis of what genes are mutated, eliminated or rearranged. The answers emerging from this effort have been 
chilling: almost every cancer has multiple genetic changes, each of which is capable of starting the cell towards the 
cancer phenotype, so-called “driver mutations,” as well as dozens of other random mutations that become fixed in the 
genome because of the loss of function of the mechanisms needed to proofread the DNA. Even more concerning, there is 
strong evidence that there is genomic heterogeneity in tumors – in other words, the mutational pattern in different parts of 
a tumor or in metastatic sites is not identical – so that the therapeutic approach needed for cure of advanced tumors 
needs to be able to treat what are essentially different diseases. We have always known about tumor heterogeneity but, 
with the irrefutable discoveries coming from TCGA, we now know it in glowing color and know the immensity of the 
problem. 
 
But this frightening set of discoveries also has very positive aspects. For one, almost all of the driver mutations emerging 
from TCGA were already known from previous research. In addition, although the cancer cell has found a multitude of 
mutations that allow it to escape control, the functions of the proteins involved all cluster in a small number of pathways. 
Hence, we now know exactly what is wrong in almost all of the tumor types, and we know how to aim our therapies. What 
we need now is more research into how these pathways function and how the multitude of new agents aimed against 
specifically those pathways, now called “targeted chemotherapeutic drugs,” should be used. Increasingly, clinical trials are 
comparing effects in patients grouped according to the mutational profile of their tumors. 
 
To accomplish these goals, Massey has assembled in the Developmental Therapeutics program a moderately large group 
of investigators with expertise covering the gamut of therapeutic research: synthetic and theoretical medicinal chemists 
involved in the design and preparation of new compounds, protein chemists and biochemists who study the function of 
individual proteins involved in the origin and propagation of cancer cells, pharmacologists who study the mode of action of 
new drugs and how cancers become resistant, cancer biologists who study the effects of these new drugs on cancers, 
and highly skilled clinical scientists who apply new drugs and combinations to man, often for the first time. The key to the 
advances now needed is clearly communication between basic science researchers and clinical scientists, the underlying 
concept behind the NCI-designated cancer centers. These collaborations are further facilitated by the early phase working 
groups and Massey’s Clinical Trials Office through the process of translation. The future is leading to the development of 
Massey investigator-initiated trials staged by the genetic changes causing the cancers. 
 
I look forward to seeing continued, fruitful collaborations among Massey’s researchers. Advances in cancer research and 
care are best realized by interactions between experts.  
 
Regards, 
 

Rick Moran, Ph.D. 
Associate director for basic research and co-leader of the Developmental Therapeutics program 


